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Abstract

An assessment of cutting-induced plasticity (CIP) is performed, by finite element (FE) prediction of the plastic strain accumulation along the cut tip when the EDM wire sections the NeT TG4 weld benchmark specimen along two cutting directions. The first direction corresponds to a conventional (C) cutting strategy, whereby the EDM wire cuts through the thickness of the weld specimen and travels in a direction transverse to the weld. The second direction corresponds to a self-equilibrating cutting (SE) strategy, whereby the EDM wire cuts across the transverse direction of the weld specimens and travels through the thickness of the plate. The cutting thus progresses simultaneously through the compression-tension-compression regions of present weld residual stress (WRS) field. This type of cutting strategy is believed to minimize the CIP by minimising residual stress redistribution during cutting, due to stress equilibration across the sectioned material. The simulated cutting procedures are conducted under a range of clamping conditions to assess whether mechanical restraint has a primary or secondary influence on CIP accumulation. Both predictions of CIP and the resultant back-calculated WRS demonstrate that (i) mechanical restraint is the primary variable influencing CIP development, and (ii) under no circumstance does a self-equilibrating cutting strategy perform significantly better than a conventional cutting approach. The reason that self-equilibrating cuts are not effective is illustrated by calculating the Mode I ($K_I$) stress intensity factor (SIF) along the cut tip, and correlating trends in $K_I$ to CIP development.
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1. Introduction

The development of weld residual stresses (WRS) is known to have adverse effects on the structural integrity of welded components in service [1], leading to extensive research into the magnitude and distribution of WRS in engineering components. Several international round-robin studies [2-4] have been conducted in an effort to establish best-practice guidelines for the measurement and prediction of WRS in welded structures. In these studies, it has been recognised that diffraction-based techniques using neutron or synchrotron X-ray sources are of great benefit to the industry (e.g. EDF Energy and AREVA work closely with European Network on Neutron Techniques Standardisation for Structural Integrity, NeT). Neutron diffraction techniques can capture the full three-dimensional stress state of the material [5, 6], while synchrotron diffraction techniques can typically capture WRS in two dimensions (assuming plane-stress conditions exist) at a significantly higher sampling rate and spatial resolution [7]. However, both diffraction techniques are limited by the penetration depth of the source (beam attenuation), as well as cross-weld changes in microstructure and chemical composition, which necessitate the extraction of stress-free reference samples to account for variations in crystal lattice spacing1 [5, 8, 9].

Unlike diffraction-based approaches to WRS measurement, stress-relief or relaxation techniques are destructive (i.e. the WRS field is altered in the measurement process and the measurement cannot be repeated) and are usually limited to capturing WRS in one or two directions [10-16]. However, these techniques can often measure much thicker engineering components [17-20] and are much less sensitive to any cross-weld microstructural or compositional variations [21]. In addition, the infrastructure required to measure WRS using stress-relief techniques is readily available relative to neutron and synchrotron sources, making them an attractive alternative in many circumstances.

One of the increasingly common stress-relief techniques is the contour method [10, 12, 22], which is based on Bueckner’s principle of elastic superposition [23]. The contour method has been shown to be effective in measuring two-dimensional residual stress maps in engineering components [24-30]. The technique is performed in four stages: (i) the specimen is sectioned (cut) using electric discharge machining (EDM) along the plane-of-cut in the region of interest; (ii) the resultant out-of-plane deformation (OoPD) caused by internal stress relaxation is measured, using either optical ranging or a coordinate-measuring machine (CMM); (iii) the measured data is smoothed and fitted using numerical algorithms to reduce errors introduced by the cutting process2; and (iv) the original (i.e. pre-cut) internal stresses are then back-calculated using an elastic finite element (FE) analysis. In the final stage, the processed OoPD data is imposed as a geometric boundary condition onto an elastic FE model of the cut specimen. Assuming the fully elastic stress-relief of the original inter-
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1 Knowledge of the stress-free lattice spacing is essential for diffraction-based measurements to calculate elastic lattice strain, which can then be used in stress calculations.

2 While data processing is often performed to reduce signal noise, it is also used to remove anti-symmetric component errors from the analysis, which are generated by shear stresses or crooked cutting.
nal stresses during specimen cutting, this methodology analytically recovers the original residual stress field in the direction perpendicular to the plane-of-cut.

Fully elastic stress realise does not always occur during cutting, however. The high-magnitude WRS and stress intensification near the leading edge of the cut can lead to the accumulation of cutting-induced plasticity (CIP), which directly influences the measured OoPD along the plane-of-cut. This ultimately leads to errors in the back-calculation of WRS, which inherently assumes fully elastic stress-relief of internal stresses during the specimen sectioning [31-35]. In terms of establishing best-practise guidelines for the contour method, the effective minimisation of CIP is one of the most active areas of research pertaining to contour methodology. Recent work by Hosseinzadeh et al. [35] experimentally demonstrates how different cutting configurations can be employed to minimise the amount of CIP in the contour method. These cutting configurations examine: (i) the extent of mechanical clamping used during the cutting process; (ii) the number and location of pilot holes, used to invoke self-constraint within the weldment; and (iii) the number, direction and length of the cuts used to release WRS in an optimal fashion, thus minimising the amount of CIP and its effect on the contour method accuracy. Unfortunately, optimising a cutting configuration experimentally is a costly and time-consuming process.

An attractive alternative to experimental analysis for process optimisation lies in simulating the contour method cutting technique. The work of Muránsky et al. [15] presents a numerical cutting simulation validated using the experimental results of Hosseinzadeh et al. [35]. This work shows that not only can the level of CIP be captured using numerical analysis, but process optimisation can be carried out to eliminate the costly battery of tests that would otherwise be required. Hence, the present work uses numerical finite element (FE) simulations to examine the potential of self-equilibrating (SE) contour cutting strategy for measuring residual stresses. A self-equilibrating cutting strategy is of great interest to the contour measurement community as it is believed to be an encouraging new approach to minimise CIP and thus improve the accuracy of contour method. But is a such cutting strategy truly effective? In following section, the efficiency of self-equilibrating (SE) and conventional (C) cutting strategies in limiting the effects of CIP is discussed in detail.

2. NeT TG4 weld specimen

The European Network on Neutron Techniques Standardisation for Structural Integrity (NeT) has formed a Task Group 4 (TG4) to establish best-practice guidelines for the measurement and prediction of WRS in multi-pass austenitic steel welds. A series of benchmark specimens have been produced under the auspices of NeT TG4 for the purposes of WRS measurement and FE weld model validation. The nominally identical specimens comprise a three-pass slot weld in AISI 316LN austenitic steel. Individual weld passes were deposited using a mechanised tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding process. The filler metal used was ER316L, which has a slightly different chemical composition relative to the 316LN parent
metal [2]. The nominal dimensions of the plate, shown in Fig. 1, are 150 (X) × 18 (Y) × 194 (Z) mm with an 80-mm long and 6-mm deep centreline slot aligned with the Z-direction.

An FE weld model was constructed for NeT TG4 using the ABAQUS commercial software package. Due to process symmetry, a half-model was used with the symmetry plane (Fig. 1, D plane) running parallel to the weld centreline. A sequentially-coupled numerical analysis was then employed to simulate the welding process, with the heat transfer solution from the thermal FE analysis serving as input for the mechanical FE analysis, where weld residual stresses (WRS) and welding-induced plasticity (WIP) are predicted [2]. Both thermal and mechanical models comprised 38,220 hexahedral quadratic elements; the thermal model used quadratic heat transfer elements (AB AQUS designation DC3D20) while mechanical analyses used reduced-integration quadratic stress elements (ABAQUS designation C3D20R). The weld modelling analysis employed the Lemaitre-Chaboche combined isotropic-kinematic hardening model [36] to accurately capture the welding-induced cyclic hardening of 316LN alloy during the welding process. Annealing was controlled via a two-stage annealing functionality developed for the ABAQUS package [37].

WRS predictions were compared against measurements obtained from the NeT TG4 benchmark specimens, using both neutron and synchrotron X-ray stress measurements in Ref. [2]. For the sake of brevity, Fig. 2 compares the predicted and synchrotron-measured longitudinal WRS on the plane of interest (Fig. 1, B plane). The predicted WRS distribution in the specimen – particularly along the intended plane-of-cut – is in good agreement with experimental results. Therefore, the numerical solution from this welding simulation can be used as input data for subsequent contour cutting simulations, and the analyst can be confident that this weld model contains representative WIP and WRS distributions.

3. Contour cutting FE simulations

Figures 1 and 2 show schematically the self-equilibrating cutting strategy and the conventional cutting strategy. Conventionally, the EDM wire is oriented to minimize the thickness of material being cut because that generally improves the quality of the cut [10], and this quality is often key to getting the best possible OoPD measurements [38-41]. A detailed study on plasticity and the slitting method [42], which similarly involves EDM cutting into residual stress fields, shows that most plasticity occurs at the cut tip, which is caused by the cumulative effect of all stresses relieved by the cut up to that point. Plasticity studies on the slitting method [42], deep hole method [43], and the contour method [13, 31-34] support that conclusion. When a conventional single cut is employed on a stress distribution like the one found in the NeT TG4 weld specimen (Fig. 2), the cut initially relaxes stresses that are entirely compressive, causing a significant redistribution of compressive stresses to the cut tip that could exceed the yield strength of the material, leading to CIP. In contrast, if we consider starting the cutting process at the top of the specimen with the wire oriented along the sample X dimension, it can be seen (Fig. 2) that such a cut would release an approximately balanced or self-equilibrating stress distribution along the X direction (compression-
tension-compression regions of internal WRS field). It has been hypothesized that this sort of self-equilibrating cutting strategy would result in lower net stress redistribution to the cut tip, therefore reducing CIP [44]. Although the detailed residual stresses are not known prior to measurement, knowledge of processing conditions often allow one to identify the likely regions for tensile or compressive stresses and then choose the cutting orientation most likely for self-equilibrium.

In terms of contour method measurements, previous studies of the NeT TG4 specimen [2, 45] identified the longitudinal (Z) WRS profile to be the most significant. Therefore, cross-weld planar sectioning (plane B, Fig. 1) was simulated such that the resultant OoPD would capture the longitudinal WRS distribution. Similarly to the weld model, the contour method simulations have employed an isotropic-kinematic hardening model [2, 36], which allows the most accurate simulation of the constitutive material response [45]. A mechanical FE analysis is required to simulate the EDM cutting process; however, this analysis first requires the WRS and associated WIP fields from the validated weld simulation to be mapped onto the cutting model as the initial material state. The mapping process from the weld FE model [2] to cutting FE model was carried out over two stages:

(i) The assumption of process symmetry used for welding simulation is no longer valid for the cutting processes investigated, so the half-model solution (WRS, WIP) from the welding simulation is mirrored about the symmetry plane (plane D, Fig.1) to allow mapping onto a full 3D contour cutting model [46].

(ii) Welding-induced distortion was removed from the welding solution to allow direct mapping of the welded material condition onto the undistorted contour cutting model. These distortions have no significant effect on the initial WRS distribution in the specimen and can be neglected [46].

Because high stress gradients are expected along the plane-of-cut as the cut progresses, the FE mesh used for the cutting model was significantly refined near the region of the cut (Fig. 1b). Considering both the use of a full 3D model and significant mesh refinement, the number of elements used increased from 38,220 for the welding model to 451,368 for the cutting model. Reduced-integration hexahedral quadratic elements stress elements (C3D20R) were used in all cutting models.

In the conventional cutting strategy, the EDM wire is aligned in normal direction (Y), and travels in the transverse direction (X) until sectioning is complete. To simulate the conventional cutting strategy, 470 through-thickness element sets measuring 0.32 (X) × 18 (Y) × 0.32 (Z) mm were defined as schematically shown Fig. 1. For the self-equilibrating cutting strategy, the EDM wire is aligned in the transverse direction (X), and it travels in the normal direction (Y) so that it cuts through compression-tension-compression regions of WRS distribution (Fig. 2). To simulate this cutting strategy, only 58 element sets measuring 150 (X) × 0.32 (Y) × 0.32 (Z) mm were defined to cover the through-thickness cut. Contour cutting was then simulated by the incremental removal of these predefined element sets, representing
the progressive sectioning carried out by a 0.25-mm thick EDM wire\(^3\). Strain-rate effects are not considered in the analyses; the element sets were progressively removed over an arbitrarily chosen 1-s time interval, and rate-independent material properties were used. Once the cutting process has been completed, the OoPD in the longitudinal (Z) direction across each cut surface is recorded. The longitudinal WRS distribution is then back-calculated using an identical approach to that used for experimental contour measurement [12]: (i) a stress-free fully elastic FE model of the cut specimens with the flat cut surface was constructed; and (ii) the recorded longitudinal OoPD component was then applied as a displacement boundary condition on the cut surface, thus recovering the original longitudinal WRS field along the plane-of-cut (assuming that measured OoPD is fully elastic).

Both cutting strategies are examined under three different clamping configurations, with different prescribed boundary conditions representing variations in mechanical restraint during the cutting process. These configurations are schematically shown in Fig. 3. To simulate the clamping process, surface boundary conditions are prescribed whereby nodal displacements are fully constrained in all directions \((U_1, U_2, U_3 = 0)\)\(^4\).

**No-Clamps Configuration** (Fig. 3a): Three pin-constraint boundary conditions are placed in the corners of the FE model to prevent rigid-body rotation upon cutting.

**Far-Clamps Configuration** (Fig. 3b): Two large \((150 \times 20)\) mm clamps are placed along the outer edges of the FE model, aligned with the specimen X axis and running along the entire edge of the specimen.

**Close-Clamps Configuration** (Fig. 3c): Two large \((150 \times 20)\) mm clamps are placed adjacent to the plane-of-cut, aligned with the specimen X axis and running along the entire edge of the specimen.

### 4. Stress intensity factor (SIF) analyses

Fracture mechanics analyses were employed to help interpret the FE results and the hypothesis that self-equilibrating stresses will act together to reduce CIP. Previous studies of slitting and contour methods showed that cut tip plasticity correlates well to the stress intensity factor (SIF) at the cut tip [13, 42]. Even for a round-bottomed, e.g., blunt, EDM slot the SIF reveals the stress concentration at the cut tip caused by stress redistribution as the cut progresses and should scale the plasticity effects. The Mode I SIF \((K_I)\) at the cut tip was calculated to assess the potential for self-equilibrating cuts to reduce CIP relative to conventional cutting strategies. For the conventional cutting strategy, the longitudinal (Z) WRS shown in Fig. 2b were averaged over the plate thickness \((Y)\) to give an average stress, \(\sigma_Z(Y)\), used to calculate \(K_I\) as a function of the cut length in the transverse (X) direction. For the

---

\(^3\) The width of the simulated cut (0.32 mm) is greater than the EDM wire thickness (0.25 mm) to account for the excess material removed by EDM.

\(^4\) Note, these boundary conditions are applied on both the top surface and on the bottom surface of the FE models and they represent an ideal rigid clamping, which is virtually impossible to achieve in practice. Hence, the obtained prediction may produce non-conservative results.
self-equilibrating cut, the first approximation was to average the longitudinal WRS over the transverse direction to give an average stress, $\sigma_z(X)$, used to calculate $K_I$ as a function of cut length, which is now in the normal ($Y$) direction. Since the stresses nearly balance in the transverse ($X$) direction, this approximation corresponds to the hypothesis that self-equilibrating cutting will lead to reduced plasticity when the released stresses balance along the cut.

The alternate approximation for the self-equilibrating cut was to assume that the stresses act independently in the transverse ($X$) direction, meaning that there is no balancing effect. Stresses were taken along lines at $X = 0$ and $X = 68$ (Fig. 2b) to look at tensile and compressive stress regions, respectively, and used again to estimate $K_I$ as a function of cut depth in the normal ($Y$) direction. $K_I$ was numerically calculated from these one-dimensional stress profiles using a weight function approach [47-49]. This calculation also does not include crack closure, which is consistent with the cutting simulations; therefore, negative values of $K_I$ are permissible. Estimating $K_I$ this alternate way assumes that the specimen is unconstrained during cutting process, which is simpler to interpret and more illustrative of the effects of the cutting direction. Therefore, the predicted $K_I$ profiles are compared with the results of the unconstrained cutting simulation (Fig. 3a) rather than the cutting configurations employing mechanical constraint (Fig. 3b,c).

5. Results and Discussion

5.1 Contour cutting FE simulations

Figure 4 presents the predicted, depth-resolved OoPD profiles across the plane-of-cut for conventional and self-equilibrating cutting strategies under the three different clamping configurations. The OoPD profiles can be directly compared against an elastic OoPD benchmark profile (black) obtained by simulating the contour cutting process using a fully elastic FE model (i.e. plasticity was allowed during the sectioning, thus all clamping strategy lead to the same result). This fully elastic OoPD profile thus represents an ideal measurement data without any CIP contribution. Note that using the ideal OoPD profile in the back-calculated stress analysis would lead to the recovery of the exact original (pre-cut) WRS. Several observations can be made from the comparison of the elasto-plastic predictions of longitudinal OoPD:

(i) The OoPD profiles differ considerably from the ideal fully elastic profile when employing “no-clamps” (Fig. 3a) and “far-clamps” (Fig. 3b) configurations. This implies a large contribution of CIP to the predicted OoPD. These contributions appear considerably reduced when using the “close-clamps” configuration (Fig. 3c), regardless of the cutting strategy (i.e. conventional or self-equilibrating). This trend confirms that significant mechanical restraint close to the plane-of-cut effectively prevents WRS redistribution during the cutting process, which then leads to a reduction in CIP.
Deviations in predicted OoPD from an ideal elastic solution can be observed for conventional cutting strategies in Figs. 4a-c. For the “no-clamps” configuration, this deviation (and thus, CIP) occurs along the first half of the cut. For the “far-clamps” configuration, the deviation occurs along the second half of the cut. This change in recorded OoPD clearly suggests that the presence of clamping will affect WRS redistribution, even when they are placed away from the plane-of-cut. Deviations when using the “close-clamps” configuration are minimal.

Deviations in predicted OoPD from an ideal elastic solution can be observed for self-equilibrating cutting strategies in Fig. 4d-f. Unlike the results of the conventional cutting strategies, the initial OoPD profile along the first half of the self-equilibrating cut (i.e. near the top surface of the sample) agrees with the fully elastic idealisation, relative to the OoPD profile along the second half of the cut (i.e. near the bottom half of the surface). This trend suggests that CIP will consistently accumulate as self-equilibrating cuts progress, regardless of the clamping configuration used. Such a result is interesting as it agrees with the results of Kim et al. [44], in that the level of CIP is negligible near the start of the cut; however, Kim et al. do not consider the effects of CIP away from the surface where the cut starts[50], which renders their conclusions inapplicable to the contour method.

Good agreement between elastic and elasto-plastic results is observed at all self-equilibrating cut depths near the region where X = ±37.5 mm. These locations correspond to the regions where negligible levels of WRS are present in the sample (Fig. 2); therefore, it is clear that no significant stress redistribution occurs within these regions that lead to CIP.

In order to get a deeper understanding of the evolution of CIP for the conventional and self-equilibrating contour cutting strategies, it is helpful to examine directly the level of CIP across the plane-of-cut as presented as percent strain in Fig. 5. To quantify the level of CIP for each cutting strategy and clamping configuration, the total magnitude (M) of CIP was calculated as the sum of absolute values of all CIP values across the plane-of-cut (B plane, shown in Fig. 5):

\[
M(CIP)_{SE/C} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} |\text{CIP}_i|, \tag{1}
\]

where n is the number of nodes on the plane-of-cut in the given FE model, and \(\text{CIP}_i\) the cutting-induced plasticity value at a given nodal position. The most surprising observation from this assessment is that when using the “no-clamp” configuration (Fig. 5a) with the conventional cutting strategy, the overall magnitude (M) of accumulated CIP across the plane-of-cut is lower than when using the same cutting strategy with the “far-clamps” configuration (Fig. 5b). This result suggests that in some cases it might be better to avoid using any mechanical constraint of the specimen during the contour cutting process rather than using an

---

5 In the present work, CIP is calculated by subtracting the longitudinal component of WIP (shown in Fig. 5) from the total plastic strain component in the longitudinal direction after cutting.
insufficient or improper clamping configuration. When the OoPD results (Fig. 4) are considered alongside the CIP results, it is evident that an unrestrained cutting process leads to CIP in the first half of the cut that leads to an inaccurate OoPD profile in this region (Fig. 4a). However, the compressive plasticity that occurs (Fig. 5a) leads to the relaxation of tensile stresses in the weld region that prevents CIP from occurring here. In contrast, placing clamps away from the weld (Fig. 3b) prevents CIP in the first half of the cut. The restraint is beneficial for the captured OoPD in this region (Fig. 4b), but it prevents the relaxation of the tensile WRS in the weld region that leads to significant CIP when this region is sectioned, causing a severe deviation of OoPD in the second half of the cut.

The CIP distributions in Fig. 5 also show that a self-equilibrating (SE) cutting strategy with a “no-clamps” configuration generates significantly more CIP relative to a conventional (C) cutting arrangement (M(CIP)$_{SE}$ = 2505.8; M(CIP)$_{C}$ = 1685.7). For clamped configurations however, the self-equilibrating cuts perform slightly better than conventional strategies – although the difference in terms of M(CIP) values is negligible. But from these results it is apparent that self-equilibrating cuts do not perform as well as conventional cuts in unclamped configurations.

While the overall magnitude of CIP does not change significantly between conventional and self-equilibrating cuts under clamping configuration, there is significant difference in the location of CIP. To better understand what effect this difference in CIP location has, the back-calculated WRS taken from the predicted OoPD profiles in Fig. 3 are presented in Fig. 6. The level of accuracy of each method has been calculated using a root-mean-square (RMS) error, shown in Fig. 6, as follows:

\[
\text{RMS Error} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (|\text{WRS}_{i,pc} - \text{WRS}_{i,bc}|)^2},
\]

where: \( \text{WRS}_{i,pc} \) represents the original (pre-cut) WRS in a given nodal position; and \( \text{WRS}_{i,bc} \) represents the back-calculated WRS in the corresponding nodal position \( i \). It is clear that this RMS error directly correlates with the total magnitude of CIP shown in Fig. 5, and that sufficient clamping close to the weld best captures WRS in the present specimen regardless of cutting strategy. However, different cutting strategies possessing similar RMS errors do not possess similar back-calculated WRS distributions. Self-equilibrating cuts retain the symmetry observed in the original WRS field, while conventional cutting strategies demonstrate an asymmetry in the final distribution. This distinction is important since it would be clearer to the analyst whether or not CIP exists in a cut by examining the level of asymmetry in the final WRS profile (assuming a symmetric weld profile is expected). One would be unable to discern the level of CIP when a self-equilibrating cut is used, since WRS symmetry is maintained even though CIP is accumulated.
Regardless of clamping configuration, the results indicate a self-equilibrating cutting strategy poses little to no advantage relative to a conventional cutting strategy for the current NeT TG4 benchmark specimen. Such a result contradicts the earlier hypothesis that self-equilibrating cuts should perform better than conventional cuts since their equilibrating nature will restrict WRS redistribution. To better examine why this does not occur, the SIF analyses are examined.

4.2 Stress intensity factor calculations

Figure 7 compares the Mode I SIF ($K_I$) estimates with CIP predictions from the contour cutting FE simulation, assuming a “no-clamps” configuration (Fig. 3a). Line profiles of both the $K_I$ distribution and the CIP predictions (Fig. 5a) are plotted versus non-dimensional cut lengths. Note that a SIF weight function for plate geometries was used in the $K_I$ calculations. This function is valid until the cut length reaches 85% of the plate thickness, thus results are not plotted beyond that length. For conventional cutting strategies, the through-thickness averaging of longitudinal WRS, $\sigma_Z(Y)$, seems to be a reasonable approximation for estimating $K_I$ since there is a clear proportionality between CIP (taken at mid-depth, $Y = 9$ mm) and $K_I$.

For a self-equilibrating cut, the $K_I$ approximation that uses the average WRS in the transverse direction, $\sigma_Z(X)$, shows negligible magnitudes and does not agree with trends in CIP taken either along the sample mid-width ($X = 0$ mm) where large tensile stresses occur, or along the outer transverse edge ($X = 68$ mm) where large compressive stresses occur. When the $K_I$ approximation uses the local stresses at $X = 0$ mm and $X = 68$ mm, good agreement can be observed in the trends obtained relative to CIP trends in those locations, to a cut depth of over 20%. This result is a compelling indication that the internal WRS act independently during the initial stages of cutting, rather than equilibrating to reduce stress redistribution and thus minimize the amount of CIP. Note that if the WRS would have equilibrated along the length of the cut, calculated $K_I$ in the given locations ($X = 0$ mm, $X = 68$ mm) would be higher than actual CIP predictions. Similar independent action of the WRS along the cut has been observed in other situations, such as cut closure in regions of compressive stress along a cut [51]. However, once the cut has progressed over 20% into the weld specimen, a sufficient amount of material has been freed to allow long-range equilibration of WRS. This equilibration manifests itself as a reduction in the CIP trends at each location in Fig. 7, relative to the corresponding $K_I$ trends. However, while equilibration of the WRS across the plane of cut does exist, it is not sufficient to reduce the overall stress intensity, leading to continued CIP development as the cut progresses. It must be noted that such a result is only valid for the NeT TG4 stress distribution; improved results may be observed if the range over which self-equilibration occurs is relatively narrow, as may be expected for laser hybrid or electron beam welds. Further examination of the effects of stress distribution on the efficacy of self-equilibrating contour approaches is warranted.

6. Conclusions
A numerical approach to investigate the efficacy of self-equilibrating cutting strategies for optimal measurement of WRS via the contour has been conducted. Conventional and self-equilibrating cutting strategies employing three different clamping configurations were simulated in the present work. Both WRS and WIP distributions from a validated FE weld model was used as input and reference data for subsequent cutting simulations. The primary variables in these studies were the direction of cutting, and the size and location of mechanical restraints. It was concluded that the level of material restraint near the plane-of-cut had the largest impact on the accumulation of cutting-induced plasticity (CIP). Clamp locations away from the plane-of-cut permit extensive WRS redistribution, leading to stress localisation and significant CIP. Clamp locations near the plane-of-cut are only locally effective; thus for accurate results, clamping must be applied over the full transverse section of the sample.

Regarding cutting direction, conventional (C) cutting strategies perform better than self-equilibrating (SE) strategies when no clamping is present. Both cutting strategies perform equally well under two studied clamping conditions, which confirms the level of restraint applied is the primary factor affecting CIP development for the contour method. The reason that self-equilibrating cuts are ineffective at preventing CIP to any great extent is demonstrated using SIF analyses. These analyses show that in the early stages of self-equilibrating cutting, long-range internal stresses (WRS) do not readily equilibrate so the local stresses directly contribute to the local development of CIP along the plane-of-cut. An equilibrating effect of internal stresses across the plane-of-cut is observed as the cut progresses further into the sample; however, it is not sufficient to prevent further CIP. This effect may be more significant when the equilibrating residual stresses occupy a narrower region in the sample. Further examination of this relationship is warranted.

Considering these results, it is more beneficial to focus efforts instead on the use of advanced transverse sectioning techniques for welds. These techniques are amenable to the use of pilot holes and self-constraint that may ultimately eliminate the need for significant external clamping [35, 46]. Both numerical and experimental assessments of these techniques are currently underway to identify the optimal cutting procedure required for effective application of the contour method in welded structures.
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**Fig. 1a:** Schematic representation of the 3D weld FE half-model, and the full 3D contour cutting FE model. The conventional contour cutting consists of sequential removal of 470 through-thickness (Y) element sets $0.32(X) \times 18(Y) \times 0.32(Z)$ in the transverse (X) direction. The self-equilibrating contour cutting consists of sequential removal of 58 element sets $150(X) \times 0.32(Y) \times 0.32(Z)$ in the normal (Y) direction.

**Fig. 1b:** The mesh of the contour cutting model, comprising 396,626 hexahedral quadratic elements with reduced integration (ABAQUS designation C3D20R). The mesh was significantly refined along the plane-of-cut as well as the through the plate thickness relative to the weld model in Ref. [2].
Fig. 2: Comparison of synchrotron-measured longitudinal WRS on the B plane, which is also the plane-of-cut in the present contour cutting FE simulations (see Fig. 1).
Fig. 3: Clamping configurations used to assess the importance of mechanical restraint: (a) "no clamps" configuration; (b) "far clamps" configuration; and (c) "close-clamps" configuration. Regions in blue denote clamped surfaces on the top and bottom of the plate specimen.
Fig. 4: Predicted out-of-plane displacement (OoPD) for conventional (a-c) and self-equilibrating (d-e) cutting strategies, under the clamping configurations shown in Fig. 3, compared to the fully elastic (ideal) OoPD profile (black).
Fig. 5: (top) Predicted longitudinal (Z) welding-induced plasticity (WIP) [% strain] (post-welding, pre-cut). (a-f) Predicted longitudinal (Z) cutting-induced plasticity (CIP) [% strain], when using conventional (a-c) and self-equilibrating (d-f) contour cutting strategies under the clamping configurations shown in Fig. 3. Note that CIP is calculated by subtracting WIP from the total post-cut longitudinal (Z) plastic strain component.
Fig. 6: (top) Predicted longitudinal (Z) weld residual stress (WRS) (post-welding, pre-cut). (a-f) The longitudinal (Z) WRS, back-calculated using the predicted OoPD data shown in Fig. 4. (a-c) Conventional cutting strategy; (d-f) self-equilibrating cutting strategy (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).
Fig. 7: Trends in cutting-induced plasticity (CIP) [% strain] development at the tip of the cut as it progresses, compared against the Mode I stress intensity factor, $K_I$. Conventional (green) and self-equilibrating (blue, red, black) cuts are examined. For the self-equilibrating cut, $K_I$ trends are established in two ways: by calculating the net longitudinal stress along the transverse direction (black); and by direct application of local stresses at the weld centreline (red) and near the outer edge (blue) of the plate.
- A numerical approach to investigate the efficacy of self-equilibrating cutting strategies for optimal measurement of WRS via the contour has been conducted.
- Regarding cutting direction, conventional (C) cutting strategies perform better than self-equilibrating (SE) strategies when no clamping is present.
- The reason that self-equilibrating cuts are ineffective at preventing CIP to any great extent is demonstrated using SIF analyses.